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EON&!"a"specialist"industrial"design"and"manufacture"company&
&&
&&
EON&S.A.&was&created&in&1997&by&people&who&ac>vely&par>cipated&in&
the&company&ECON(Industries(S.A,(the&biggest&Greek&private&industry&
of&designing&and&manufacturing&high&technology&defense&systems.&
&
Over&the&years,&the&company&evolved&to&a&modern&and&flexible&
manufacturing&plant.&&
Today,&without&abandoning&the&ini>al&ac>vity,&EON&develops&and&
manufactures&products&and&applica>ons,&according&to&the&customer’s&
requirements&(architects,&interior&and&industrial&designers&...).&
&
The&exper>se,&resul>ng&from&the&manufacturing&of&defensive&systems,&
enables&the&design&of&specific&requirement&products&and&applica>ons.&
&
By&using&the&latest&technology&in&CNC&machinery,&guided&by&
sophis>cated&CAD/CAM&systems,&can&be&achieved&not&only&high&
quality&in&manufacturing&accuracy&but&also&compe>>ve&prices.&
&
The&product&designs&are&parametric&(modular&subEassembled),&which&
are&easily&then&adapted&to&the&required&specifica>ons.&
&
The&company&designs&and&produces&products,&such&as:&
&&
•  Modern&ligh>ng&systems&and&applica>ons.&&
•  Facade&shadings&for&buildings.&
•  Building&shelters.&&
•  Staircases&and&handrails,&fully&parametrical&designed.&
•  Space&dividers.&
•  Exhibit&stands&and&showcases.&
•  Integrated&furniture&systems&for&homes&and&professional&spaces.&
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Hypa>a&
Designed&by&EON"

&
"«An"equilibrial,"ergonomic"and"func9onal"
crea9on»""
&
Descrip>on&
•  Floor&lamp,&with&innova>ve&modular&design,&

offering&mul>ple&adjustment&possibili>es&for&
free&movement&in&space&by&using&mechanical&
joints,&stainless&steel&ropes&and&
counterweight.&

•  The&lamps'&holder&arm&can&rotate&120°&along&
&&&&&&the&ver>cal&axis.&&
•  The&lamps&themselves&can&rotate&360°&

perpendicularly&and&180°&parallel&to&the&
ground.&&

•  The&round&solid&aluminum&base&provides&the&
construc>on&with&the&necessary&stability,&
without&however&affec>ng&the&aesthe>cs&of&
the&product.&

&
Technical&Data&
Material:&Solid&anodized&or&brushed&aluminum&
and&stainless&steel&in&their&natural&color.&
Lamp&(Par):&&&&&2&x&75W&30°.&(Dimmable)&&&&&&&&&
or&&&&&&(Led):&&&&&&2&x&12W&25°.&
Dimensions&&
Height&(max):&&200cm.&&
Base&Ǿ:&&&&&&&&&&&&&33,5cm.&
Weight:&&&&&&&&&&&&12&Kg.&

&&
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Euclides&""
Designed&by&the&ligh>ng&Architect&&Mr.&Spyros&Kontopoulos&and&EON&"
Austere&Simplicity&
An&illuminator&of&high&aesthe>cs&in&a&plain,&classic&line.&&
The&design&is&characterized&by&the&innova>ve&use&of&the&acrylic&
clear&tube&that&encloses&the&body&of&the&illuminator,&as&a&
structural,&func>onal&and&decora>ve&element.&
The&possibility&of&mul>ple&adjustments,&the&wide&range&of&
sizes&and&colors,&as&well&as&the&different&ways&of&support&and&
suspension&make&it&ideal&for&a&number&of&applica>ons.&
Special&features&
•  The&design&of&the&luminaire&allows&the&ligh>ng&beam&to&be&

adjusted&by&rota>ng&the&main&body,&longitudinally&by&360°&.&&
•  It&is&highly&resistant&to&acts&of&vandalism&and&extreme&

temperatures.&&&
Applica>ons&
•  In&indoor&or&outdoorEexterior&spaces.&
•  WallEmounted&or&suspended&from&the&ceiling.&
•  Direct&or&indirect&ligh>ng.&&
•  Ligh>ng&of&building&facades.&&
Indica>ve&accomplishments&
•  Facade&ligh>ng&at&Museum&of&Keramikos&Greece&
•  Indoor&ligh>ng&at&Museum&of&Olympia&Greece.&
•  Exterior&ligh>ng&at&the&hotel&“Le&Meridien&Plaza”,&Monaco&
Technical&Data&
•  Main&body:&Anodized&aluminum&profile.&&
•  Luminaire&ends:&Solid&anodized&aluminum.&
•  Reflector:&Aluminum,&silver&anodized.&&
•  Lamp:&Fluorescent&T5.&
•  Housing:&Clear&or&opal&acrylic&tube.&&
•  GradeEseal:&IP&65.&
•  Light&Output&Ra>o&(LOR):&86.59%.&
•  Downward&Light&Output&Ra>o&(DLOR):&84.01%.&
•  Length&(cm):&&&&&&&&&&&64&&&&/&&&94&&&&/&&124&&&/&&&154&
•  Weight&(Kgr):&&&&&&&&&&1,8&&/&&&&2,2&&&/&&2,9&&&/&&&&&3,3&
•  Consump>on:&14&E&24/21&E&39/28E54/35E49–80&(W)&
•  Diameter: &&&&&7,5&cm.&&
•  Dimmable&op>on.&
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Coat&Stand&E&Luminaire&‘Light&Monk’&
Designed(by(the(design(team("Shiny(Design"(and(EON(
&
Descrip>on&
The&design&and&characteris>cs&is&based&on&the&Euclides&
luminaire.&
It&is&aspired&to&be&a&sculpture&of&industrial&aesthe>cs,&
without&however,&overlooking&its&u>litarian&character.&
&
&Features&
•  It&combines&the&uses&of&a&coat&stand&and&a&luminaire,&

surprising&everyone&with&its&morphological&par>cularity.&&
•  The&moun>ng&base&and&the&hooks&are&made&of&

aluminum.&&
•  The&design&of&the&components&and&the&acrylic&illuminated&

tube&create&an&ethereal&figure,&with&a&commanding&
presence.&&

&
Technical&Data"
•&Main&body:& &&&Anodized&aluminum.&&
•&Luminaire&ends:&&Solid&anodized&aluminum&&
•&Reflector: &&&Aluminum,&silver&anodized.&&
•&Housing: &&&Opal&acrylic&tube.&&
•&Lamp: &&&Fluorescent&T5.&
•&Consump>on:& &&&49&or&80&Wap&–&Dimmable.&
•&Dimensions:&&&& &&&Height&&193&cm,&Base&63&cm.&&&
•&Body&&Diameter:&&7,5&cm.&
•&Weight:&&&&&&&&&&&& &&&&8.7&Kg.&
&
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Aristarchos&"
Designed&by&EON"
"
Descrip>on&
The&design&is&characterized&by&the&forma>on&of&two&ligh>ng&
beams,&the&main&one&with&wide&diffusion&of&light&and&the&
secondary&one&with&narrow&diffusion&(a&slot&in&the&back&of&the&
illuminator),&which&can&render&white&or&colored&light&with&the&use&
of&suitable&acrylic&paint.&
Types:&The&luminaire&produced&in&two&types:&
A.   Floor"lamp.""
B.   Wall"or"suspended."
&
Features&
•  The&body&and&the&support&brackets&are&made&of&aluminum.&&
•  Protec>on&against&corrosion&is&achieved&by&anodiza>on.&
•  The&op>mum&assembly&of&the&components&ensures&a&robust&

and&durable&construc>on.&
•  The&main&body&is&supported&on&joints,&which&enable&the&

longitudinal&rota>on&by&360°.&&
•  The&double&ligh>ng&beam&provides&both&direct&and&indirect&

ligh>ng&at&the&same&>me.&&
•  The&ligh>ng&source&is&one&Τ5&fluorescent&light&of&high&efficacy.&&

Technical&Data"
A."""Floor"lamp:"Height:&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&195&cm.&

&Base:&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&28&X&28&cm.&
&Weight&&&&&& &7&Kgr.&

&&& &Cross&Sec>on: &6&X&6&cm.&
&Consump>on:&& &49&or&80&Wap&(Dimmable).&

B.&&&Suspended:" "Cross&Sec>on:&& &7&X&5&cm.&
&Lengths:&&&&&&&&&&&&& &60&&&&&&&&&/&&&90&&&&/&&&120&&&/&150&cm.&
&Consump>on:&&&&&&14E24&/&21E39&/&28E54&/35E49E80&
& & &&
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Ae>os&&
Designed&by&EON&
Descrip>on&
Design&of&austere&“Dorian”&style&with&clear&rectangular&lines.&&
It&ensures&a&comfortable&and&pleasant&ligh>ng&without&being&&
harsh&or&burdening&the&area.&
Types&
&The&luminaire&produced&in&two&types:&
A.  One&T5&fluorescent&lamp&with&front&panel&made&of&acrylic&
B.  Two&T5&fluorescent&lamps,&with&front&panel&made&of&

transparent&double&crystal,&interposed&with&an&an>&UV&
light&diffusion&membrane.&"

Applica>ons&
In&indoor&spaces&as&on&wall,&in&ceiling&or&suspended."
Features&
•  The&body&and&the&support&brackets&are&made&of&

aluminum.&&
•  Protec>on&against&corrosion&is&achieved&by&anodiza>on.&
•  The&op>mum&assembly&of&the&components&ensures&a&&&

robust&and&durable&construc>on.&&
Technical&Data"
Cross&Sec>on: &&&&&&&&&8.8&X&6.1&cm.&&&&&&&
Length:& &&&&&&&&&&&&&60&&&&&/&&&&&&90&&&&&/&&&120&&&/&&&150&cm.&&&
&&&&&&&&&Consump>on&(W):&&&&&&&14E24&&/&&&21E39&&/&28E54&/35E49E80,&respec>vely.&



Apollonios&
Designed&by&EON"
&
High(technology(&(refined(aestheAcs.(
A&luminaire&of&high&aesthe>cs,&with&a&discreet&but&dis>nc>ve&presence.&
It&consists&of&a&crystal&surface,&mounted&on&aluminum&housing,&which&is&
the&dominant&decora>ve&and&func>onal&element&of&the&luminaire.""
Applica>ons&
It&is&intended&for&indoor&areas&in&which&aesthe>cs&has&a&key&role.&The&
luminaire&produced&in&two&types:"
1."""""Mirror"(Indirect&illumina>on)&"
It&is&exclusively&intended&for&installa>on&at&a&distance&from&the&ceiling,&
suspended&by&means&of&4&wire&ropes.&The&light&is&produced&only&in&an&
indirect&way,&as&a&result&of&reflec>on&on&the&ceiling.&
The&front&panel&is&made&up&of&double&specialEmirror&crystal&of&a&total&
thickness&of&12mm,&which&lets&light&through&only&in&one&direc>on.&As&a&
result,&when&the&luminaire&is&off,&it&func>ons&as&a&mirror,&and&when&it&is&
on,&although&the&mirror&effect&remains,&the&silhouepe&of&the&lamps&is&
formed&at&the&same&>me."
&2.&&&&&Glass&(Direct&illumina>on)&
It&can&be&mounted&on&the&ceiling,&recessed&in&a&&
false&ceiling,&or&suspended&at&a&distance&from&&
the&ceiling&by&means&of&4&wire&ropes.&
The&front&panel&is&made&up&of&transparent&
double&crystal&of&a&total&thickness&of&10mm,&
interposed&with&an&an>&UV&light&diffusion&
membrane.&&
A&specially&made&reflector,&that&amplifies&and&&
directs&the&light,&surrounds&the&lamps."
Characteris>cs&
•  The&main&body&(housing)&is&made&from&&
&&&&&&anodized&aluminum.&&
•  The&light&source&comprises&two&lowE&&

consump>on&T5&fluorescent&lamps.""
Technical&Data"
Width&X&Length&(cm):&40&X&180&or&35&X&140.&
Consump>on&(W):&&&&&&2X(49E80)&or&2X(28E54)&respec>vely.&
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Pytheas&&
&
Descrip>on&
An&elegant&illuminator&in&plain&geometrical&design.&&
A&combined&harmony&of&surfaces&and&masses.&&
It&func>ons&day&and&night&to&demarcate&with&its&figure&paths&
and&routes.&
&
Applica>ons"&&
Floor&lamp&for&public&or&private&outdoorEexterior&spaces.&&
&
Features&&
•  Made&exclusively&of&solid&aluminum.&&
•  Electrosta>c&pain>ng&or&anodiza>on&achieves&protec>on&

against&surface&corrosion.&&
•  It&can&be&installed&in&the&ground&thanks&to&its&specially&

formed&base&of&solid&aluminum.&
•  It&has&a&4&Led&system&of&high&efficacy,&low&consump>on&and&

long&service&life.&The&total&power&is&4.8W,&while&they&also&
have&a&builtEin&lens&of&60°.&&&

•  The&ligh>ng&is&diffused&in&an&indirect&way,&through&reflec>on&
by&a&>tled&reflector.&

•  The&design&offers&a&wide&range&of&ligh>ng,&while&protec>ng&
from&dazzle.&

&&
Dimensions&
(H/W/L):&&&65&X&10&X&10&cm,&or&special&height&on&demand.&&
Weight&&:&&&5&Kgr.&&&
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Spot&Leon&
Designed&by&EON"

"
Descrip>on&
A&classic&design&spot,&in&compact&size.&&
Produces&a&strong&focused&beam&of&light.&&
Illuminates&and&highlights&details&in&outdoor&&
(and&indoor)&spaces.&
The&special&design&of&the&shade&prevents&from&
looking&directly&into&the&light&beam&and&protects&
from&dazzle.&
&
Applica>ons&&&
In&outdoorEexterior&spaces&to&illuminate&details&of&
building&fronts,&plants,&etc.&It&can&be&installed&easily&
into&the&ground&by&means&of&a&special&metallic&pole.&&
It&can&also&be&used&as&a&wall&lamp&by&using&a&
suspension&plate&together&with&a&diffusion&reflector.&&&
&
Features&
•  Made&of&solid&aluminum.&
•  Protec>on&against&corrosion&is&achieved&by&

anodiza>on&in&the&natural&color&of&aluminum&&
or&by&electrosta>c&pain>ng&in&various&colors.&

•  Highly&waterproof&(IP65)&and&durable&in&extreme&
weather&condi>ons.&

•  It&can&be&rotated&by&360°&horizontally&and&by&120°&
ver>cally.&

•  Equipped&with&a&builtEin&50W&E&12V&transformer.&
•  It&accepts&a&12V&E&35W&light&bulb&with&a&8°&or&36°&

beam&or&high&powered&Led&4,8W&30°.&
&

Dimensions&&&&&&
Height:&&&&&&&&20&cm&(50&cm&fully&extended).&
Diameter:&&&7&cm.&
Weight:&&&&&&&1.5&Kg.&
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Damon&
Designed&by&EON"
"
Descrip>on&&
A&minimalis>c&lamp&in&plain&geometrical&design.&&
It&ensures&intense&and&broad&ligh>ng&mostly&in&public&spaces,&giving&&
them&a&special&character&of&high&aesthe>cs.&It&func>ons&both&as&a&ligh>ng&
fixture&and&as&a&sculpture,&since,&despite&its&plain&and&minimalis>c&design,&
it&its&quite&impressive&and&its&presence&dominates&the&surrounding&area.&
Applica>ons&
Floor&lamp&for&outdoorEexterior&public&or&private&spaces.&
Features&&
It&is&comprised&of&the&illuminator,&the&column&and&the&support&base,&forming&
a&single,&harmoniously&designed&unit.&&
The&illuminator&is&made&of&aluminum&painted&with&electrosta>c&paint.&&
The&reflector&and&the&light&are&protected&by&a&double&glass&with&builtEin&UV&
filter&to&diffuse&the&light&evenly.&The&illuminator&is&supported&on&a&column&
made&of&aluminum&painted&with&electrosta>c&paint&that&has&a&square&crossE
sec>on&of&10&cm&and&is&supported&on&a&solid&aluminum&base.&
The&ligh>ng&source&is&comprised&of&two&TCEL&36&E&55W&fluorescent&lights&of&
high&efficacy&and&low&consump>on.&&
Technical&Data&
Water&>ghtness:&IP&65&
&
"
"
"
Dimensions&
Illuminator:&L/W/H&110/18/8&cm.&Weight:10Kgr.&
Column:&&&&&&&L/W&10&Χ&10&cm.&&&&&&&&&&Height:&3m&to&4.5m&
It&is&supplied&with&a&solid&aluminum&base&and&4&anchoring&brackets.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
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‘Ladopoulos’&building"
&(Patras&–&Greece)&

Ligh>ng&architect:&Dr.&Spyros&Kontopoulos&"&•  The&old&paper&mill&‘Ladopoulos’,&
made&up&of&a&complex&of&industrial&
buildings,&was&designated&as&the&
central&venue&of&the&events&which&
were&held&on&the&occasion&of&the&
programme:&‘Patras,&European&
Capital&of&Culture,&2006’.&

•  The&primary&industrial&building&
consisted&of&two&main&sec>ons:&a&
formerly&structured,&func>onal&area&
and&an&area&containing&a&large&
central&machine&for&pulp&produc>on.&
Since&the&old&paper&mill&was&
decommissioned,&the&machine&has&
been&on&display&by&itself&in&the&
middle&of&the&complex&courtyard.&

•  Using&obvious&or&implied&symbols,&
the&ligh>ng&design&aims&to&bring&to&
public&no>ce,&for&cultural&reasons&
this&>me,&an&important&monument&
that&belongs&to&the&social&and&
economic&past&of&the&city&of&Patras.&

•  Since&this&central&machine&was&
regarded&as&the&dominant&
component&of&the&paper&mill&(it&was&
indeed&the&heart&of&the&produc>on&
process),&it&is&illuminated&in&red,&
which&apempts&to&make&it&an&
allegorical&representa>on&of&the&
heart.&

•  Luminaires,&have&been&installed&in&
the&interval&between&the&two&
sizeable&parts&of&the&machine,&
programmed&to&supply&a&variable&
light&papern&in&imita>on&of&heartbeat&
rate.&
In&addi>on,&in&order&to&illuminate&the&
buildings,&luminaires&capable&of&
producing&alterna>ng&colors&have&
been&used.&&
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Museum&of&Keramikos&&
(Athens&E&Greece)&

Ligh>ng&architect:&Dr.&Spyros&Kontopoulos&&

Gallery&ligh>ng&&

"
Building&E&Street&ligh>ng&&
In&order&to&illuminate&both&the&
outside&of&the&building&and&the&
pedestrianized&part&of&Ermou&Str&
“Euclides”&luminaires&have&been&
used,&installed&in&a&row&at&the&
main&side&of&the&building.&
&

This&Museum&is&the&most&important,&and&houses&the&richest&collec>on&of&exhibits,&in&Greece&regarding&burial&ar>facts.&&

The&exhibits&placed&inside&display&cases&are&mainly&vessels&and&grave&goods&da>ng&from&the&Prehistoric&to&the&Geometric&period&(2500&–&700&BC).&&
Ligh>ng&the&exhibits&has&presented&difficul>es,&due&to&their&different&sizes.&As&a&result,&the&exhibits&have&been&illuminated&indirectly,&employing&
specially&designed&and&made&“Thales”&luminaires.&&The&inside&of&the&display&cases&is&bathed&in&ample&light&of&appropriate&intensity&which&acts&as&
an&ideal&counterbalance&for&the&natural&light&that&comes&through&the&large&skylights,&while&preven>ng&the&crea>on&of&unwanted&reflec>ons&on&
the&surrounding&crystals.&The&viewing&condi>ons&are&exemplary&even&from&a&low&height,&as&in&the&case&of&children&or&persons&with&disabili>es.&&
&

Showcase&ligh>ng&&
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The&center&of&the&atrium’s&gallery&is&
dominated&by&"Raging"Bull",&a&tomb&
monument&by&Dionysius(of(Kollytos,&

illuminated&by&two&“Thales”&luminaires.&
&

The&exhibits&feature&headstone&and&funerary&monuments&
typical&of&ancient&Greek&sculpture.&For&the&general&ligh>ng&
needs&of&the&galleries,&“Thales”&luminaires&have&been&used&in&
special&openings&at&the&ceiling.&&

The"ligh>ng&system&has&been&
designed&in&such&a&way&as&to&suit&
to&the&gallery&requirements&and&
par>culari>es,&as&a&result&of&the&
low&ceiling&height,&in&
combina>on&with&the&large&
skylights&that&let&natural&light&in.&&&



Façade&ligh>ng&
•  Led&ligh>ng&fixtures,&equipped&with&triple&reflectors&capable&of&

producing&colors,&have&been&used&on&all&sides&of&the&Museum.&
•  The&fixtures&offer&an&even&and&fully&diffused&light,&despite&

being&installed&very&close&to&the&surface&of&the&walls.&
•  The&range&of&colors&chosen&is&symbolically&related&to&the&views&

held&by&the&ancient&Greeks&about&the&applica>on&of&intense&
hues&to&their&monuments,&while&the&papern&of&alterna>ng&
colors&has&been&selected&with&the&aim&of&portraying&the&flow&
of&>me&and&in&par>cular&the&change&of&seasons.&

Galleries&ligh>ng&
•  In&order&to&illuminate&the&central&gallery,&eight&&

“Thales”&luminaires,&have&been&specially&designed&and&
made,&with&2&fluorescent&lamps&54&W&each.&

•  The&luminaires&have&been&installed&inside&on&the&
building's&wooden&ceiling,&which&is&11m&high&and&dates&
back&to&1885.&&

•  They&have&been&mounted&onto&specially&made&
supports&that&have&enabled&their&installa>on&without&
causing&the&least&harm&to&the&woodwork&of&the&ceiling.&

•  The&inside&of&the&“Thales”&luminaire&is&lined&with&a&
special&membrane&that&absorbs&the&emiped&light&and&
diffuses&it&evenly&with&200ELux&intensity&all&over&the&
338&m2&central&gallery&of&the&museum.&&
A&double&crystal&interposed&with&a&lightEdiffusing&
membrane&covers&the&outside&of&the&luminaire.&&

•  Concealed&fluorescent&“Euclides”&luminaires&have&
been&used&in&order&to&illuminate&a&12&m2&roman&
mosaic,&covered&by&glass&at&a&low&level&and&the&main&
gallery&staircase.&&

•  These&luminaires,&combined&with&specially&made&
reflectors,&provide&completely&even&ligh>ng.&&
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Museum&Of&Olympia"
&(Olympia&E&Greece)&

"Ligh>ng&architect:&Dr.&Spyros&Kontopoulos&""



Kyranis(Office&Table&
Designed&by&the&Architect:&Andreas&Kyranis&
&
Descrip>on&
•  A&modular&office&system,&which&includes&desks,&auxiliary&desks,&

bookcases,&conference&tables,&recep>on&desks,&etc.&
They&all&have&a&“joint”&structure&made&of&aluminum&tubes&which&are&
connected&by&means&of&cleverly&designed&joints&of&impeccable&finishing.&

•  In&order&for&the&product&to&adapt&–&in&terms&of&both&aesthe>cs&and&
func>onality&E&to&almost&any&environment,&emphasis&has&been&placed&on&
appearance&and&flexibility&during&the&design&stage.&

•  The&system&has&mul>ple&transforma>on&and&combina>on&possibili>es.&
•  The&worktop&is&available&in&different&materials&such&as&glass,&wood,&

metal,&acrylic&…&
•  The&Kyranis&office&system&offers&a&complete&solu>on&and&characterizes&

any&professional&or&domes>c&workplace.&
&
Technical&Data&
Material:&&&&&&&&Anodized&aluminum.&
Desktop:&&&&&&&&&Various&materials&(glass,&wood,&metal,&acrylic,&etc.)&
Dimensions:&&&Height&72cm.&&&&&&Width&:&60&–&100cm.&&
Length: &80&E&220cm,&or&special&length&on&demand.&&
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"

Lounge&Chair&&
Designed&by&the&architect:&Edward&Tuple&E&Design(
RealizaAon(
""
“Materializing&a&challenging&project&based&
on&resourceful,&original&and&demanding&
design.”&
&
The&designer’s&demand&called&for:&
•  A&construc>on&of&a&modular&lounge&chair,&

which&should&not&only&withstand&to&
mechanical&stress&(crushing,&bending&and&
torsion),&but&also&to&maintain&the&the&
principles&of&minimalism.&

•  The&frame&had&to&be&highly&resistant&to&
corrosion,&as&it&was&designed&to&be&used&in&
places&near&the&sea.&&
&

In&order&to&meet&the&above&requirements:&&
•  Solid&aluminum,&of&the&highest&quality,&has&

chosen&.&
•  An>Ecorrosion&protec>on&has&been&

achieved&by&anodizing&all&the&aluminum&
parts.&

Advantages&
•  The&structure&is&comprised&&of&flawlessly&

and&accurately&manufactured&parts.&
•  The&modular&construc>on,&and&the&

absence&of&any&welding,&allows&easy&
assembly&and&repair.&

•  Lightweight.&&
Technical&Data&"(Frame)&
Material:&"""""""""Solid&anodized&aluminum&at&its&&

&natural&color."
Connec>ons:&&"Stainless&steel&screws."
Dimensions:""""H:&83cm,&L:&60cm,&W:&71cm.&
Weight:&&"""""""""&6.7&Kgr."
&
&
&
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Staircase&CoEaxial,&fully&parametrical&
designed.&
Designed&by&the&Architect:&Andreas&Kyranis&
&

Descrip>on&
•  The&staircase&consists&of&uniformly&special&designed&rungs.&&
•  Each&rung&is&made&up&of&aluminum&body,&on&which&rests&

the&surface&&of&&the&step.&&
•  The&successive&rungs&are&assembled&on&the&central&axis,&

forming&a&single&set&of&robust&structure&with&highly&
func>onality&and&aesthe>c&appearance.&
&

Design&
•  The&design&is&based&on&modular&method.&
•  The&design&of&the&staircase,&which&is&based&on&the&central&

axis,&leads&to&high&weight&resistance.&
•  Each&rung&of&the&ladder&consist&a&sta>c&element&of&the&

structure.&
•  Each&rung&has&the&ability&to&be&rotated&around&the&central&

axis&of&the&staircase.&
•  The&design&of&the&staircase&has&an&obvious&mechanical&

aesthe>c.&
&

Advantages&
•  The&parametric&modular&design&allows&customiza>on&with&

absolute&accuracy,&according&to&par>cular&dimensional&
requirements.&

•  Installa>on&can&be&achieved&even&in&a&small&space.&
•  Sta>c&ability&without&requiring&a&handrail.&
•  The&staircase&consists&of&components&that&can&be&

transferred&and&mounted&in&place&easily.&
•  Despite&the&"solid"&appearance,&the&use&of&special&alloy&of&

aluminum,&results&to&light&weight&and&high&durable&
construc>on.&

•  Ability&to&easily&change&the&direc>on&of&the&ladder&from&
clockwise&to&counterclockwise&and&vice&versa.&

•  Ability&of&selec>on,&between&a&wide&range&of&materials,&for&
the&top&surface&of&the&rung&(wood,&acrylic,&glass,&metal&...).&
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Staircase&based&on&the&trajectory&of&‘Fibonacci’&sequence.&(Golden&Ra>o&Φ)&
&&Designed&by&EON"

&&

Descrip>on&
•  The&design&of&the&staircase&trajectory&is&based&on&the&

Fibonacci&sequence.&&
•  The&staircase&consists&of&uniformly&special&designed&

rungs.&
•  Each&rung&consists&of&a&main&body&on&which&rests&the&

surface&of&the&step.&
&&
Design&
•  The&design&leads&to&an&aesthe>c&harmony&as&well&as&to&an&

imposing&presence&in&space.&
•  Each&individual&element&(body&E&step)&has&two&axes&in&a&

certain&distance.&The&first&axis&is&placed&on&the&second&
axis&of&the&preceding&step,&the&second&one&on&the&next,&
etc.&&

•  Thus&the&staircase&follows&any&orbit&(for&example&the&
projec>on&of&Fibonacci’s&trajectory).&
&

Advantages&
•  The&parametrical&design&of&the&staircase&follows&always&

the&trajectory,&which&has&been&designed&at&the&floor&level.&&
•  Thus&the&orbit&can&be&easily&changed&according&the&

specified&trajectory.&
•  The&staircase&is&relaxing&due&to&the&reason&that&the&tread&

depth&is&long&and&the&rise&height&is&small.&
•  The&required&support&of&the&staircase&is&applied&only&at&

the&base&and&at&the&top.&
•  Flawless&aesthe>c&result&even&for&a&small&total&height.&

(The&height&of&this&par>cular&applica>on&is&2.9m)&
•  The&independence&of&the&structure&from&the&outer&skin&of&

the&stairs,&offers&the&ability&to&choose&any&material&for&the&
external&coa>ng&(wood,&acrylic,&glass,&metal&…).& EON - a specialist industrial 
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